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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The results of this study have indicated the techniques which should
be employed to improve receiver performance can be accomplished through
recent transistor and hot carrier (Schottky barrier) diode development.
A prototype antenna system, including phase shifters, has been designed acid
evaluated. This design and evaluation have indicated that the antenna system
will meet or exceed all of the requirements of the Nimbus program. Mechan-
ical studies of a deployable system, including a mass model mockup, have
provided sufficient design data which should preclude any redesign and allow
the fabrication of a 36 x 36 -inch mechanically deployable radiometer system.
The objectives of this study have been met by establishing the feasi-
bility of a mechanically deployable radiometric system for use in the Nimbus
spacecraft program.
The Space Division conducted a study to improve the mixer and IF
amplifier on the microwave instrument. The purpose of the study was to sig-
nificantly improve the instrument performance for possible application on
Nimbus E spacecraft.
The study was centered on increasing the bandwidth and decreasing
the noise figure for the mixer and amplifier and covered the following tasks
listed by item number.
Item 1. Receiver Study-Balanced Mixer (low-noise figure) as
follows: Design, fabricate, and test a balanced mixer with an improved noise
figure and r --h to IF amplifier.
Itez.i 2. IF amplifier, 300 MHz bandwidth. Deeign and fabricate
an IF amplifier for a 30 MHz to 330 MHz band to replace the 30 to 230 MHz
amplifier Evaluate amplifier for improvement or radiometer performance.
integrate mixer, IF amplifier into radiometer and match all receiver sections
for optimum performance.
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tItem	 Specification for phase shifters resulting from the
following:
a. Design study of phase shifters in the antenna array to
minimise phase and amplitude perturbations for improved
beam control.
b. Raise frequencies at which resonances in phase shifters
occur to improve beam efficiency and bandwidth of arlenna
array.
C.	 Study the effect of reducing waveguide lengths near the
phase shifters to lower the insertion loss of the antenna
components.
Item 4. Recommended specifications resulting from the follow-
ing: Improve the mechanical configuration , of waveguid _^ joints in the antenna
array to reduce insertion losses and study the feasibility of a 36x36-inch
antenna in the radiometer system to determine bearnwidth, antenna beam
efficiency, and insertion los3.
Item 5. Sketches of radiometer configuration resulting from the
following systems study:
1	 a.	 Conduct packaging study of receiver, control electronics and
antenna to show best location of radiometer components on
Nimbus spacecraft. Consideration shall be given to a post-
launch deployable antenna section and bay-mounted section.
b.	 Measure system noise figure and study feasibility of further
improvements.
C.	 Study possible receiver electronic and antenna configuration
assuming a post-launch mechanically deployable antenna.
2. 0 	 RECEIVER
2.1	 BALANCED MIXER
The mixer design considered for improvement was that used on
NASA Contract NAS5-9680 for the 9 13,0 aircraft program. A Sylvania point
contact diode (D52£+ 2 FMR) was modified and used in a balanced mixer con-
figuration. The mixer-IF combinati ,.;n yielded an overall double sideband
noise figure of between 8 and 9 dB. The IF amplifier had a 200 MHz bandwidth
and approximately a 2.0 dB noise figure.
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The Schottky barrier diodes made available during 1967 were then
studied as the potential element in the mixer. An improvement in noise
figure of up to 1.0 dB was easily obtainable utilizing a Schottky barrier diode
from Sylvania (D5509). A mixer was designed and fabricated using this device,
and when tested was found to have an overall noise figure of less than 7.5 dB
with the existing IF amplifier.
2.2
	
IF AMPLIFIER, INCREASED BANDWIDTH
The object of this portion of the study was to design and fabricate
an IF amplifier with a 300 MHz bandwidth which would cause a minimal
increase in noise figure. Three design approaches were investigated in
order to establish an optimum configuration.
First, a four-stage amplifier using the "Pico Systems, Inc." SSA-
40LN thick film hybrid integrated circuits was constructed. The circuits in
this amplifier were found to be extremely critical to oscillation during tuning.
This amplifier was found to have only a 40 percent bandwidth with a noire
figure of approximately 2.5 dB. Because of this high noise figure and rela-
tively narrow bandwidth, this approach was abandoned.
Next, an amplifier using the "Texas Instrument" MIC 035A hybrid
integrated circuit was designed and evaluated. This approach was also found
to be limited in bandwidth, and had a noise figure of approximately 3.5 dB.
For these reasons, this approach was also abandoned.
The third approach was to use the existing design with its 200 MHz
bandwidth and incorporate the changes necessary to improve the bandwidth.
This was done by changing the interstage tuning and the feedback circuitry.
The resulting design yielded approximately a 280 MHz bandwidth with only a
slight increase in noise figure over that obtained with the 200 MHz bandwidth.
The mixer of Section 1.0, herein, and the redesigned IF amplifier were inte-
grated, tested together, and finally flown on the radiometer used in the NASA
Convair 990 program.t
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1	 3.0	 ANTENNA SYSTEM
The ESMR antenna is an electronically scanned planar array and is
composed of 103 slotted waveguide array elements fed by a single traveling
wave feed. Each array element has 81 edge-wall slots that are properly
phased to radiate a linearly polarized pencil beam. By changing the phase
control properly in one linear direction, the antenna beam can be scanned
over a t50 degree angular sector.
A set of Reggia-Spencer type ferrite phase shifters is placed
between the feed array and the linear elements and is the means by which
electronic phase control for scanning is accomplished.1	 3.1	 ANTENNA ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM DESIGN
To define the optimum antenna configuration, analytical studies of
the effects of aperture illumination on the antenna beamwidth and the level
and distribution of sidelobe energy have been performed. These studies were
made utilizing a high speed digital computer with the program output pro-
duced on a digital plotter. In keeping with the objective of achieving a high
beam efficiency consistent with rzalist , c mechanical and electrical toler-
ances, these studies indicate that a -35 dB sidelobe Taylor distribution
should be designed into the feed array and a -40 dB sidelobe Taylor distribu-
tion into the linear array element. Both of these arrays have also been
designed to dissipate 5 percent of the input power into the end terminations.
	
3.2
	
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
An experimental laboratory program was initially set up to deter-
mine the resonant slot length and the slot conductance variation with angle
for both an edge slot and a waveguid e -ported edge slot. A computer was then
programmed to accept this data and determine the slot angles and depth of
cut into the broad wall for both the feed array and the linear element to pro-
duce the desired Taylor illumination. Both a prototype feed (Figure 1) and a
linear element (Figure 2) have subsequently been fabricated and tested. The
pattern for this linear element is shown in Figure 3. The test resu-ts as
shown in Figure 3 indicate excellent sidelobe suppression (-37 dB).
Figure 1, 103-Elemcnt Experimental Feed.
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Figure 2. 19. 35 GHz Linear Array Element.
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Figure 3. Linear Array Element Pattern,
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sA phase shifter (Figure 4) has been designed to produce a linear
phase variation c ,er a 400 -degree range and a prototype device has been fab-
ricated and tested.	 The phase shifter is a Reggia-Spencer type with a cylin-
drical Trans-Tech TTZ-111 ferrite rod centrally located in the waveguide.
The rod is 4tepped at both ends and is centered in the waveguide by two
Teflon support structures. 	 The device has . been optimized for both a low
#
j
VSWR and insertion loss over a 300 MHz band,
A step termination design similar to the one used in the previous
K-band scanner antenna will be used. A prototype model of this particular
design has been fabricated and tested.
The cold reference horn will be of a scalar feed design with a
beamwidth of 20 degrees,	 This particular configuratio • i, because of a high
surface reactance, has a very low insertion loss that makes this device a
very ditsirable reference horn.
3.3
	
SUMMARY GAF PERFORNI kNCE
Ta":"c E er-nraarizes the performance achieved by prototype compo-
nen:i3 6evelopce. and tested during this program.
1	 4.0	 ME CHAWCAL
	
4.1	 OF NF.RAL CONFIGURATION
The antenna for the ESMR experiment is a multi-element-electrically
scanned array. There ar,- 103 clotted waveguide elements in this array.
These elements are coupled to a phase shifter through a "II" fhapcA ;Send so
that the phase shifter can be mounted on the back side of the antenna mounting
plate. The mounting surface dimensions are 35x36 inc ies. Since the phase
shifter occupies only a sniall percentage of the rear plate area, the remainder
is available for mounting the electronics portion of the radiometer,
v
t
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Figure 4. Reggia-Spencer Ferrite 'hare Shifter.
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Table 1
Component Design Parameter Value
1.	 Linear Arrav Max sidelobe level -37 dB
B eamwidth 1.480
Max VSWR over 300 MHz Band 1.05
Power to Load 3.59%
2.	 Feed Max Sidelobe Leve). -22.5 dB*
B eamwidth 1.24
Max VSWR over 300 MHz Band 1.05
Power to Load 4.15%
3.	 Phase Shifter Linear Phase Shift Range 4000
Bias Current 14.7 mA
Drive Current Range 0 - 11 mA
Current Set Time 200 µs
Max insertion Loss (Ambient) 0.6 dB
Max VSWR (Ambient) 1.13
4.	 Termination Max VSWR 1.06
# One sidelobe is on the high side and is probably due to the -msmatch at
the port-free space interface which will not occur in the actual array.
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IThe initial design for the ESMR package used a one-half inch alum-
inum honeycomb panel with a stiffening structure on the back side. The space
between the walls of this structure is to be used for housing the various elec-
tronic components. Since total package weight had to be held to an absolute
minimum, the housings and structure were formed from 0.016 and 0.025
gauge sheet aluminum provided with hat-shaped stiffening members.
The small component electronics simulation pieces were mounted
on 0.032 fiberglass epoxy boards clamped together with wiring sides facing
each other and with a foam filler between to help stiffen them. The boards
were mounted on hat-shaped members formed of altminum sheet. These
members provided further stiffening of the panel by running lengthwise and at
right angles to the direction of the antenna elements. The antenna elements
themselves provide a large amount of stiffening.
The antenna elements were fastened to the panel with a Scotch-
Weld epoxy recommended for space use. The structure elements were
attached with the same epoxy but reinforced at maximum strain points with
tapped panel fasteners (Delrons).
A preliminary analysis of the mechanical structure indicated the
only potential trouble spot was in the area where the phase shifters were
mounted. This is a shelf area 10-1/2 inches deep by 36 inches wide. The
calculated deflection at the specified 15 g acceleration was ±0.034 inch or a
total excursion of 0.064 inch. The exact resonant frequency of this area was
difficult to ascertain due to the complexity of the structure, but was mathe-
matically estimated at between 48 Hz to ?$ Hz. This was determined by
itreating it either as a clamped beam 34 inches long or as a cantilever 10.5
inches long.
4.2
	
MASS MODEL
A mass model was fabricated for the purpose of evaluating the
electrically scanning microwave radiometer in a vibration environment. This
model was non-operative and all electronic hardware was simulated through
the use of weights or dummy hardware. Every attempt was made to simulate
accurately the mechanical configuration of the eventual design.
1 305-FR	 Page 11
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Figures 5 through 8 depict this mass model. Figure 5 displays the
simulated slotted antenna array, and Figure 6 displays the electronics com-
partments with their simulated hardware. Figure 7 and 8 are oblique views,
showing the complete model, including the protective covers.
4.3
	
VIBRATION
The ESMR mass model was vibrated to determine the magnitude
and frequency of resonances that might be detrimental to either the ESMR or
the Nimbus spacecraft. The results of the test indicate resonances exist
with transmissibilities large enough to be potentially destructive even though
no structural damage of the mass model was encountered.
The mass model was submitted to Component Evaluation-. Labora-
tories (CEL) located at 1432 Potrero in the city of South El Mon' e, California,
for testing. There it was attached to a vibration fixture and secured to an
MB 210 vibration exciter. Table 2 indicates the levels rind axes of vibrational
excitation. In addition to those levels shown in Table 2, random vibration at
11.7 g's (rms) was effected in all three axes for four minutes per axis (total 12
minutes).
Table 2
Axis Freq. (Hz) Input (O-P) Duration (Min)
Thrust 5-2000 t3 g 10
Thrust 5-2000 f7.5 g 10
Lateral 5-2000 ±3 g 10
Lateral 5-2000 f7.5 g 10
Longitudinal 52000 f3 g 10
Longitudinal 5-2000 f7.5 g 10
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Figure 5. Mass Model 39. 35 GHz Electronically Scanned,
Phased Array Antenna.
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Figure 6. Mass Model of 19.35 GHz Radiometer Receiver Section
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1Figure
	 Oblique View showing Receiver Portion of Mass Model
with Cover Plate Removed.
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An input accelerometer and nine response accelerometers were located on
the unit in the areas shown in Figure 9. Accelerometers 4, 7, 9 and 10 were
reoriented for each test so that their axes were parallel to the vibration input
axis. Accelerometers 3, 5, and 8 were mounted in the thrust axis only,
while number 2 was in the longitudinal axis and number 6 in the lateral axis.
Table 3 describes the location of the accelerometers within the unit.
Table 3
Accelerometer Location
1 Input of vibration exciter
2 On circuit board in vicinity of cg
3 On circuit board
4 On outer row of phase shifters
5 On circuit board in vicinity of cg
6 On circuit board in vicinity of cg
7 Outboard corner of honeycomb panel
8 On hybrid input to mixer
9 On inner row of phase shifters
10 Replace by No. 4 (accelerometer
failure)
For further details on the procedures used, the reader is referred to Report
6276, Component Evaluation Laboratories*.
No signs of structural damage or any other effects of vibration
were noted during or after vibrational testing of the unit. Transmissibilities
of greater than 3 to 1 are listed in Table 4.
Qualification and Development Vibration Testing of one (1) Nimbus E Simu-
lated Mass Model Radiometer Serial Number (1), Test Report No. 6276,
Component Evaluation Laboratories, South E1 Monte, California, 5 February
1970.
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Figure 9. Accelerometer Locations.
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Table 4
Input
-Output----------I
fg (0 -P) Di rect ion freq. (Hz) Accel. No. Transmissibility Directs.or,
3 Lat. 361 6 13 Lat.
3 Lat. 372 3 24 Lat.
3 Lat. 393 5 7 'Thrust
3 Lat. 1556 8 9 Lat.
3 Long. 165 9 14 Long.
3 Long. 220 4 14 Long.
3 Long. 283 7 9 Long.
3 Long. 289 2 7 Long.
3 Long. 470 5 22 Must
3 Long. 480 2 12 Long.
3 Thrust 55 9 Thrust
3 Thrust 55 10 14 Thrust
3 Thrust 100 3 Thrust
3 Thrust, 100 5 b Thrust
3 Thrust 100 8 515 Tb.rust
3 Thrust 165 7 7 Thrust
3 Thrust 165 ^,' 6 Thrust
3 Thrust 165 10 13 1h°ust
3 Thrust 380 3 5 Thrust
3 Thrust 1210 7 8 Thrust
3 Thrust 1210 9 5 Thrust
3 Thrust 1240 8 7 Thrust
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Table 4 (Continued)
r--- Input
±g (O-P) Direction Freq. ( Hz)
7.5 Lat. 345
7.5 Lat. 390
7.5 Lat. 1520
7.5 Long. 157
7.5 Long. 217
7.5 Long. 380
7.5 Long. 430
7.5 Long. 430
7.5 Long. 440
7.5 Thrust 51
7.5 Thrust 51
7.5 Thrust 51
7.5 'thrust 92
7.5 Thrust, 92
7.5 Thrust 92
7.5 Thrust 155
7.5 Thrust 155
7.5 Thrust 15 ,
7.5 Thrust 155
7.5 Thrust 275
7.5 Thrust 275
7.5 Thrust 275
7.5 Thrust 375
7.5 Thrust 375
7.5 Thrust 1520 - 2000
Output
Accel. No. Transmissibility Direction
6 12 Lat
3 12 Thrust
8 17 L.,t.
9 9 Long.
4 6.5 Long.
3 7.5 Thrust
6 6.5 Thrust
2 10.8 Long.
5 18.5 Thrust
5 10 Thrust
9 4 Thrust
10 9 Thrust
3 5.5 Thrust
5 ? 2 Thrust
8 3.5 Thrust
5 4 Thrust
7 7.6 Thrust
9 7 Thrust
10 12 Thrust
7 3 Thrust
9 3.5 Thrust
10 3 Thrust
s 4.5 Thrust
5 4.5 Thrust
5 6.5 Thrust
1305-FR
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The oscillograph records of the result* of linter vibration are
available at Space Division if any furthor ar.alyoio is darned nocvtoary. The
results of random vit %tion are on mAgnotic tape aPA are available for ptn+rer
spectral density analysis.
The results of linear vibr&tion indi€ats thaS rosomncoe occur in
the general area of the phase shittors w; Rh traosmiestbilitiv* gr,*I@r than
that desired for sound mechanical design. ft will bo no€oosary to provide
additional structural rigidity to this location in €trdor to
	 ii so ? oliabtlity
in a vibrational environrnerd. Different mt-thade err- l#ing inve-0
 lgatsd in
order to eliminate this problem. Those roeoriericee OW occur about the
circuit boards will be reduced in th@ flight rrodots by appropriate vibration
damping techniques, such as by sncapOu .ton aPA th@ uo@ of vibration
dampers. Further structural rt. dity *tit be anted by increleing the tiii€k-
ness of existing members or thro::gh ghet ueo of ettffoacre.
4.4
	 THERMAL
An orbital heat transfer analysie was C	 u€tr for t?%o K
antenna to establish approxirrtate t peratur@ r#ng#€ durt ynd
 orbit. The
analysis was made by means of the Orbit `f'ranri?nt ` kfn-p@W%tr= CemptAer
program. The orbit was a 600 nrni circular polar orbit ae =tt@wn in Figure 10
A total o. 39 modes was u@ @d in the Amlysts with th@ ESMR
assumed to be free of the Nimbus epacoti-r*R 4nd etgne =n arbit, sines no
data was available for the pre*t;nc v of the paf rafE_ on-4v whllr- ind blac=k
analyses; were attempted. The hattom. surtrace tacing the earth was ats ►_unsd
to be a waveguide structures with a ch ical fitter tromod surface.
Figure 11 shows the t@mP@rature# of the hmteet an-al cold-aet nWoe
for the black surfaces. All other nods# shauld fali wlthir} She 4ou+Verie+5
established by these two nodal 	 13 ehOWe thQ1
results of the analysis when they black sowsae oe were repI4ccd with white}
surfac cs .
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Figure 10. Satellite Orbit.
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The results of this analysis are inconclusive at this time, however,
the thermal computer program for the ESMR is complete. This program
will be used when those inputs containing spacecraft sunshading arrive from
G.E. This program will then be inputted to include blankets and such cosme-
tized surfaces as are necessary to insure good thermal stability. These
results will be reported on Contract,NAS 5-21115.
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